**MITMV5545 $588.99**
**PRO Fuel System Tester**
- Diagnose and pinpoint common fuel system failures including failing fuel pump, faulty pressure regulator, blocked filter(s), pinched fuel line, contaminated fuel, and fuel tank vortex.
- Measures fuel system pressure and flow to accurately pinpoint fuel system failures
- Saves hours of troubleshooting time by diagnosing a bad fuel pump and other related drivability problems in seconds
- Patented system simulates extreme driving conditions in the shop to provide the most accurate diagnosis

**MITMV5532 $119.99**
**Digital Compression Test Kit**
- Stores maximum compression value up to 12 cylinders
- Includes 10mm, 12mm, 14mm, 18mm threaded adapters and Ford Triton adapter
- Backlit LCD for easy to read from any angle
- Automatically shuts off after 3 minutes of non use (memory retained)
- Extended hose for hard to reach applications

**MIT5530 $69.99**
**Professional Compression Test Kit**
- Manual pressure release for maintaining peak readings
- Professional grade threaded adapters for leak proof seals
- Adapters to fit engines as small as lawn mowers, chain saws and trimmers

**OTC6550PRO $391.99**
**Professional Master Fuel Injection Kit**
- Accommodates virtually every vehicle and minimizes time consuming work arounds
- Gives technicians a single point of information to use product and interpret data for specific vehicles from 1997 to 2008 model year
- Unique BMC design storage - Allows technician to store in case as delivered or store in their own tool storage system
- Schrader Valve designed adapters increase safety - prevents fuel from leaking/spraying; endures contact with chemicals without swelling or cracking
- Viton Seals Durability/Reliability Seals endure contact with alcohol blended fuels and chemicals without swelling or cracking

**RD95-0003B $999.99**
**Smoke Pro® Total Tech® Diagnostic Leak Detector Kit**
- New sensitive flowmeter to locate the toughest to find leaks
- No need to use inert gas
- OEM Approved smoke producing oil

**F00E900291 $1,295.00**
**SMT300 Smoke Tester**
- Multi-functional device for testing of oil leaks, exhaust leaks, wind leaks, EGR leaks, and many more
- OEM approved technology, meets SAE standard for safe EVAP testing (2007-01-1235 and 2008-01-0554)
- Text-only feature gives you the ability to test without smoke and the adjustable smoke flow control enhances both smoke and UV dye deposit
- Identify leaks easily, safe for electrical components using patented UltraTrace UV® smoke solution
- The only Smoke Machine Tester that includes a storage case for all the accessories that are included

**OCT6522 $595.99**
**Leak Tamer™**
- New smoke flow control adjusts for specific applications
- Detects microleaks™ to and below .010”
- UltraTrace UV® Dye - the only OE approved solution

**EMI1000 $3,395.00**
**Emissfire Detector**
Automatically identifies the cylinder or cylinders that are misfiring and checks camshaft timing through the spark plug hole.

**PTR1002 $2,095.00**
**Trans Kit with Scope**
ATS EScope Accessory Kit. Basic pressure transducer kit with scope. Includes two pressure transducers and cables, spark tester, adapters and fittings.

**To Order Call: 800.999.9982**
The ESN2000 is an advanced PC based drivability tool with Sharpshooter™ technology that provides advanced testing charts such as: fuel trim, volumetric efficiency, vacuum, catalyst efficiency, temperature, injection, and fully automated testing results. Connects and reads generic OBD-II scan data from ISO-9141-2, KWP2000, J1850 (PWM & VPM), and CAN bus types.

CALL FOR PRICE
Autologic Diagnostic Solution
The Autologic® Solution: Autologic is the ultimate diagnostic solution. From dealer-level diagnostic coverage to live technical support from factory-trained Master Technicians and tool specialists, the Autologic will quickly become the most essential tool in your diagnostic arsenal. With a full-color touchscreen, daily hardware updates via the Internet, and comprehensive coding, programming, performance tuning and more, the Autologic is always at the cutting-edge. Call 877-945-6442 today for more information or to speak to your local WORLDPAC representative.

$83.99
Digital Timing Light
• Top-of-the-line timing light
• Split-screen digital LCD readout
• One-handed operation with slim, rotating barrel
• Detachable leads, metal inductive pickup
• Patented Skip Circuitry Test up to 9,990 RPM

$129.99
Trilingual Scan Tool - OBD II, CAN, ABS and Airbag
• AutoID™ - Automatically pull VIN info to identify the vehicle
• Expanded Domestic and Asian ABS and Airbag coverage - Compatible with all 1996 and newer cars and light trucks
• Airbag (SRS) and ABS coverage: 1996-2010 GM, Ford and Chrysler, 1996-2009 Toyota, Honda, Hyundai and Nissan
• OBD II generic and manufacturer specific code definitions • Freeze frame data

$59.99
PocketScan® OBD II and CAN Scan Tool
• View LIVE engine data
• Automatically reads DTC’s
• Erases DTCs
• Reads and displays MIL status
• Reads and displays I/M monitors

CALL FOR PRICE
MMDS40H Hybrid Multimeter
• IEC 1010-1 CAT III (1000V) / CAT IV (600V) rating for hybrid vehicle circuits - Ability to diagnose high-voltage circuits on hybrid vehicles
• RPM Inductive Clamp, Measures Dwell and Duty Cycle
• Fused diagnostic test leads for ATC and Mini fuse types provides safe trouble shooting (up to 20 amps) at the circuit fuse location
• Peak, Min/Max readings as fast as 1 millisecond for Quick accurate measurement
• Large LCD display with bright backlighting and auto shutdown

$199.00
PC Based Scan Tool
The ESN2000 is an advanced PC based drivability tool with Sharpshooter™ technology that provides advanced testing charts such as: fuel trim, volumetric efficiency, vacuum, catalyst efficiency, temperature, injection, and fully automated testing results. Connects and reads generic OBD-II scan data from ISO-9141-2, KWP2000, J1850 (PWM & VPM), and CAN bus types.

To Order Call: 800.999.9982
ESO 1001  $6,990.00
Escape Pro & Computer
Includes durabook ruggedized notebook.
The Escape Pro is an 8-channel dual time base PC diagnostic scope. Features: view up to 8-channels on 2 different time bases, allows bidirectional control of electrical devices, feedback equation (virtual replacement of electrical sensors), and much more. Includes in depth wave form analysis training and automatic scope set-ups.

F00E900800  $4,995.00
Mastertech M-VCI Trio Scan Tool Diagnostic Package
• Unpack and start diagnoses
• Includes European, Domestic and Asian coverage with ES[tronic] 2.0 and Shop Foreman Pro diagnostic applications
• Includes 1 year subscription to ES[tronic] 2.0 with multiple updates offering new features and additional vehicle coverage
• Ability to reprogram General Motors, Chrysler, Ford, Honda and Nissan vehicle ECU’s
• Supports GM Tech2Win OEM diagnostics software
Combines the power of the ES[tronic] 2.0 application with strong European and Korean vehicle coverage to that of Shop Foreman Pro software which has strong Domestic and Asian coverage for 1996 and newer vehicles, conveniently working along with the same M-VCI kit.

LAUNCH
LAU301050080  $149.95
Cresetter Maintenance Light Reset Tool
• Reset oil and service reminder lights on vehicles 1996 and newer
• On-screen instructions included for manually reset vehicles – SAVES TIME! No need to look at the owner’s manual or other repair information systems
• FREE Internet updates ensures communication with the latest vehicles!
• One year warranty

ESO1000  $4,995.00
Escape Pro
The Escape Pro is an 8-channel dual time base PC diagnostic scope. Features: view up to 8-channels on 2 different time bases, allows bidirectional control of electrical devices, feedback equation (virtual replacement of electrical sensors), and much more. Includes in depth wave form analysis training and automatic scope set-ups.
LAUNCH

LAU301220001 $1,595.00
ScanPad071 Scan Tool Tablet
• 7.1 inch ultra high resolution IPS touch screen LCD
• Featuring an open Android operating system for a true tablet experience – install third party apps and software!
• Auto ID all available vehicle systems and modules
• Class-1 Bluetooth connector offering over 100 foot of wireless connectivity
• Launch Next Generation Software Suite: OE-Level access to Asian, European and Domestic applications for module coding, resets, relearns and bi-directional capabilities

LAUNCH

LAU301220002 $2,495.00
Launch ScanPad101 Scan Tool Tablet
• 10.1 inch ultra-high resolution LCD touch screen.
• Featuring an open Android™ operating system for a true tablet experience – install third party apps and software!
• Auto-ID all available vehicle systems and modules
• Drop tested, ultra heavy duty design
• Class-1 Bluetooth 2.1 connector offering over 100 ft. of wireless connectivity
• Launch Next Generation Software Suite: OE-Level access to Asian, European and Domestic applications for module coding, resets, relearns and bi-directional capabilities

LAUNCH

LAU301160001 $2,095.00
X-431 GDS Modular PC Scan Tool
• Featuring WiFi One-Button Updates! – download the latest software anywhere, anytime - no PC necessary!
• True PC Architecture with Windows® XP – not limited by traditionally used Windows® CE
• Next generation X431 Software Suite with OE-Level access to Asian, European and Domestic applications
• Will built-in – browse the web or your favorite online repair databases
• Integrated printer and high resolution SVGA Touch Screen

LAUNCH

LAU3011800018 $3,994.00
X431 Launch Pad Diagnostic Tablet
• Featuring Windows® 7, for a true PC tablet experience
• Blazing fast speed while using the Pad and while browsing the web; auto-ID all available vehicle systems and modules
• Gain OE-Level access to Asian, European and Domestic applications for module coding, resets, relearns and bi-directional capabilities
• Find and Fix Faster® With IdentifiX Direct-Hit® - Notifies you of vehicle specific repair information and known fixes automatically
• Featuring the latest in OBDII wireless Bluetooth® technology, the DBS Connector, with built-in LPT (Large Packet Transfer) Technology; simply the fastest data refresh rates and most stable wireless diagnostics experience in the industry!

AUTEL

AULDS708 $1,694.95
MaxiDas® Automotive Diagnosis Analysis System
• Vehicle coverage for domestic, Asian and European vehicles
• Complete function capability including live data, ECU programming, and so many others
• Updates available in new software releases
• Extremely easy-to-use with touch-screen operation and intuitive navigation
• WIFI internet capability allows for wireless access throughout the workshop

The MaxiDas® DS708 is a state-of-art diagnostic system that delivers accurate, stable, comprehensive, diagnosis. The platform stands out by providing high performance with intuitive operation. Latest software update includes extensive coverage for Ford® Powerstroke™ Diesel Engine diagnostics

AUTEL

AULTCP-1YR $695.00
Total Care Program for AULDS708
• Includes the latest software updates for functionality and vehicle coverage
• Technical support with our ASE certified technicians
• Peace-of-mind extended warranty for the DS708

AUTEL

AULMV400-5.5 $224.95
MaxiVideo™ MV400 Digital Videoscope with 3.5” Screen and 5.5mm Head
• Records and plays back still images and video clips
• White LED illuminates the inspection area
• 1 M semi-rigid, but flexible watertight shaft
• Rechargeable Lithium-Ion battery for long run time
• Comes with narrow 5.5mm probe diameter
• 3.5” high resolution full color LCD display (320 x 240)

LAUNCH

LAU301220001 $1,595.00
ScanPad071 Scan Tool Tablet
• Featuring WiFi One-Button Updates! – download the latest software anywhere, anytime - no PC necessary!
• True PC Architecture with Windows® XP – not limited by traditionally used Windows® CE
• Next generation X431 Software Suite with OE-Level access to Asian, European and Domestic applications for module coding, resets, relearns and bi-directional capabilities

LAUNCH

LAU301220002 $2,495.00
Launch ScanPad101 Scan Tool Tablet
• Featuring an open Android™ operating system for a true tablet experience – install third party apps and software!
• Auto-ID all available vehicle systems and modules
• Drop tested, ultra heavy duty design
• Class-1 Bluetooth 2.1 connector offering over 100 ft. of wireless connectivity
• Launch Next Generation Software Suite: OE-Level access to Asian, European and Domestic applications for module coding, resets, relearns and bi-directional capabilities

LAUNCH

LAU301160001 $2,095.00
X-431 GDS Modular PC Scan Tool
• Featuring WiFi One-Button Updates! – download the latest software anywhere, anytime - no PC necessary!
• True PC Architecture with Windows® XP – not limited by traditionally used Windows® CE
• Next generation X431 Software Suite with OE-Level access to Asian, European and Domestic applications
• Will built-in – browse the web or your favorite online repair databases
• Integrated printer and high resolution SVGA Touch Screen

LAUNCH

LAU3011800018 $3,994.00
X431 Launch Pad Diagnostic Tablet
• Featuring Windows® 7, for a true PC tablet experience
• Blazing fast speed while using the Pad and while browsing the web; auto-ID all available vehicle systems and modules
• Gain OE-Level access to Asian, European and Domestic applications for module coding, resets, relearns and bi-directional capabilities
• Find and Fix Faster® With IdentifiX Direct-Hit® - Notifies you of vehicle specific repair information and known fixes automatically
• Featuring the latest in OBDII wireless Bluetooth® technology, the DBS Connector, with built-in LPT (Large Packet Transfer) Technology; simply the fastest data refresh rates and most stable wireless diagnostics experience in the industry!

AUTEL

AULDS708 $1,694.95
MaxiDas® Automotive Diagnosis Analysis System
• Vehicle coverage for domestic, Asian and European vehicles
• Complete function capability including live data, ECU programming, and so many others
• Updates available in new software releases
• Extremely easy-to-use with touch-screen operation and intuitive navigation
• WIFI internet capability allows for wireless access throughout the workshop

The MaxiDas® DS708 is a state-of-art diagnostic system that delivers accurate, stable, comprehensive, diagnosis. The platform stands out by providing high performance with intuitive operation. Latest software update includes extensive coverage for Ford® Powerstroke™ Diesel Engine diagnostics

AUTEL

AULTCP-1YR $695.00
Total Care Program for AULDS708
• Includes the latest software updates for functionality and vehicle coverage
• Technical support with our ASE certified technicians
• Peace-of-mind extended warranty for the DS708

AUTEL

AULMV400-5.5 $224.95
MaxiVideo™ MV400 Digital Videoscope with 3.5” Screen and 5.5mm Head
• Records and plays back still images and video clips
• White LED illuminates the inspection area
• 1 M semi-rigid, but flexible watertight shaft
• Rechargeable Lithium-Ion battery for long run time
• Comes with narrow 5.5mm probe diameter
• 3.5” high resolution full color LCD display (320 x 240)

To Order Call: 800.999.9982
AULMS908PRO  CALL FOR PRICE
MaxiSYS® Pro
Diagnostic Scan Tool System
• Android 4.0 Operating System (ice cream sandwich)
• 9.7 inch 1,024x768 LED-backlit glossy widescreen Multi Touch display with IPS technology
• Extraordinarily powerful Cortex-A9 quad-core processor
• Complete function capability for codes, live data, actuation tests, adaptations, & coding
• Wireless Bluetooth VCI

The MaxiSYS® Pro was designed for the professional technician who frequently performs J-2534 reprogramming and advanced coding functions. The MaxiSYS® Pro includes a wireless Vehicle Communication Interface (VCI) (MaxiFlash® J-2534 reprogramming tool) and special MaxiSYS® Pro software for all Domestic, Asian, & European vehicles. The MaxiSYS® Pro includes all of necessary adapters and cables needed for 1996 & newer vehicles, as well as one year of FREE technical support and updates.

The MaxiFlash® J-2534 tool can also be utilized as a stand-alone flash reprogrammer via downloading OEM software, sold separately through specific manufacturer sites, to a personal computer.

AULMS905  $2,195.00
MaxiSYS® Mini
• Built upon the foundation of the extremely popular MaxiDAS® DS708, the revolutionary MaxiSYS® Mini was built to offer all of the same qualities including a redesigned intuitive user interface (UI) paired with Autel’s advanced diagnostic software
• An ultra-mobile automotive diagnostic solution complete with a powerful A9 quad-core processor and comprehensive OE-level vehicle coverage
• The multitasking Android operating system is capable of sensor initialization, coding, adaptations, and module installation and setup
• Weighing in at only 1.5 lbs. with a crystal clear 7.9 capacitive LED touch screen, the MaxiSYS® Mini allows the user to organize information, diagnose complex vehicle symptoms and analyze fault codes quickly, easily and efficiently
• Includes a standard 16-pin OBD-II DLC connector, wireless Vehicle Communication Interface (VCI), software for Domestic, Asian, & European vehicles, and one year of FREE technical support and updates

To Order Call: 800.999.9982